User menu feature broken

Status
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Subject
User menu feature broken

Version
18.x Regression

Category
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Feature
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Description
I can make a user menu, but it doesn't display in the application menu. (This regression may have happened in an earlier Tiki version - probably it did, but I don't know when.)

Solution
Not really a fix but warning added to the pref in r64819

Workaround
Not a workaround but an explanation - looks like the code has been removed out lost in the intervening years.

In setup/usermenu.php the data gets assigned to $usr_user_menus in smarty... i suggest we mark it as borken and add it to Endangered Features

Importance
2

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
I checked again in branch 18 on Dec. 6, 2017 to confirm that it's still broken. I can make a menu item but it doesn't display in the application menu or anywhere else. I agree that it might as well be added to Endangered Features, unless it would do something that can't be done by making a menu with a wiki page and displaying it with a module, or the equivalent.